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Reshaping capitalism
It looks like social movements
Locally and globally
Are behaving in the eyes of elites like irrational storms
When screaming “Occupy”.
It looks like a new and diverse social struggle has been born,
Which needs to go through evolving paths until the free
Interactions of similarities and differences; and clashes with the system
Lead to a common goal and journey against the same social threat.
Sustainability suggest that capitalism will be reshaped
Step by step the day those social forces everywhere unite along one
common
Issue across local, national, and global systems,
This is the growing poverty gap.
If that day ever comes
Or becomes a reality,
Then at the end of the dark local and global social tunnel
There will be a system with the short-term goal of meeting basic social,
Economic and environmental needs;
And with the long-term goal of eliminating environmental,
Economic and social poverty.

Distasteful and Shameful Actions

Acting in the name of love
Taking actions that destroy hope.
It is distasteful.
Acting in the name of the people
Taking actions that leaves them cripple.
It is shameful.

In the end, it will be true sustainability or system collapse
There was a time when a magic invisible hand
Was thought to have a perfect love affair with demand
Distributing that way the spoils of the market,
Until it went into disarray.
Today, we live in a time where the mainstream thought
Is to transform a brown bull into a green goat
In order to achieve eco-economic sustainability,
Ignoring the screams of local and global social inequality.
There will come a time
When humanity will accept to have been wrong for a long-time,
When the only way out of the generated social calamity
Will be the then more difficult choice, “system collapse or true
sustainability”.
Let’s hope that the rational man,
Who has so far acted as an irrational gentleman,
Makes then the right choice
So that he can survive and future generations can rejoice.

Thinking holocaust

When I think about a heart being forcibly restrained
I think pain;
When I think about the best cure for a soul’s illness
I think forgiveness;
And when I think about inhuman actions based on a hate filled cause,
I think Holocaust.
The first thought,
With faith, can be ignored;
The second thought,
With courage, should be remembered;
And the last thought,
With perseverance, must never be forgotten.

Inverse social development ironies
In development dynamics,
The social goals of governments
Tend to reflect inverse ironies
In terms of priorities.
The honey moon period!
See, when planned changes are socially positive,
They tend to be addressed last;
When they are socially negative,
They tend to be implemented first.
The reality period!
Yet, it does not seem to be a liberal
Or a conservative agenda
But an approach that is used in general
To back an Election or reelection propaganda.
The I promise you again period!

Best wishes for my friends

I think of my friends
Quietly
Year round,
But on special occasions
I wish the best
For them loud.
For Christmas
I wish you a day full
Of peace of mind and body
Whether you are with family
Or alone.
Peace is god’s blessing.
For the New Year
I wish you success
In whatever plans you have
For your self
Or your partners.
Success is god’s gift.

The feelings of social struggles
In politics,
Being socially aware
When those ruling are socially blind
Can make your life as fragile as thin glass; and the
Feeling you get under such pressures is as hurting as the one
You experience when listening to the most heartbreaking love song.

What I love the most
It is a feeling of fulfillment,
Of having a positive impact each moment
On the lives of those who highly value the present
And who help me pay the monthly rent.
Yes, I like helping people,
Communities,
Society,
But what I love the most is helping those
Who really need some sunshine in their lives,
Those living with a disability.

Freedom of the brain, the heart and the soul
Creating artistic pieces,
Like making miracles,
Eases emotional, internal pain
Stimulating freedom of the brain
Nurturing people self esteems,
Like making dreams,
Eases exclusion, social discontent
Promoting freedom of the heart.
Promoting justice,
Like planting hope,
Eases negative feelings against the powerful
Encouraging freedom of the soul.
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